
Build our own AI app for anything you 
can assess by eye

Examine
AI Powered



Designed to be tough 



Designed to be Smart 

GoMicro AI can be trained to 
detect anything you can 
detect by eye



Sharp & Clear 

Magnification 
30~60 times

Optically Engineered



● Multi-lens design for crisp, clear imaging
●  Water-proof & Drop-proof
●  Super easy to use
●  No batteries required
●  Works with anroid/apple phones, iPads & 

tablets

Best of class



Designed for AI

Patent Patent Pending Design 





“ GoMicro is a fantastic new tool for 
farmers and agronomists “

- Kym Perry

South Australian Research & Development Institute (SARDI)

Over 5000 GoMicros have been sold



You can build 
your own AI App

AI Test App (70~80%) accuracy*  

● You can build and test one  AI test 
app with 50 images  free 

● You can use it 1000 times for 3 
months.

Accurate AI Apps (80~90%) accuracy*

● You can build and use a high 
accuracy AI app with 200 images 
for a fee of $100 USD. 

● You can use it 1000 times for 3 
months. 

● You can also deploy this apps on 
multiple phones.

*Accuracey depends on the nature of the detection 
and the quality of images sets used for training



Examples of AI Detection/Classification 

GoMicro can assess the texture of the fruit, giving a 
more accurate assessment of ripeness than purley 
color based assessments

Ripeness assessment of banana

Ripeness assessment of mangoes



Our Customers



What is the magnification ? 

This is a controversial topic as there is no accepted definition of magnification for 
digital devices. The magnification depends very much on the CCD of the camera 
phone which varies significantly. Many products falsely claim a magnification of 60x 
to 100x (which often includes the digital zoom multiple of 3 to 4). Our assessment 
of GoMicro magnification is 40x, but the quality of magnification is superior to most 
competing products as it has less colour aberration and distortion.

Does it work with all phones ?

We have participated in science fairs for the past 3 years where we had the 
opportunity to demonstrate the previous version of this on the phones of over 5000 
different phones, with the phone cases on. Due to the length and flexibility of the 
clip, we did not encounter any issues with all phones we used, including those with 
multiple lens. GoMicro can work with phone cases that are less than 8 mm thick.

How long can I use my first free AI Engine?

3 months from the time of deployment (then by buying tickets $10 for 1000 uses to 
be used within 3 months.

How can I build more accurate AI Engines?

You can build more AI engines with a maximum of 200 images using a maximum of 
5 classes for a fee of $100. You can by tickets $10 for 1000 uses to be used within 
3 months.

Who owns the data ?

Sensibility Ltd will have the rights to use the images used for building the Test AI 
app. It will not have the rights to use the images provided by users for the High 
Accuracy App. 

FAQ


